WHEELS & TIRES

Wheels & Tires
Want an easy way to buy wheels and tires for your Discovery? Simply pick up the phone and order your genuine alloy or rugged steel wheels with your choice of tires that can be mounted and balanced prior to shipping. All you will have to do is put them on your Rover.

a. TIRES - Discovery I

Highway Tires
a. Dunlop Radial Rover A/T - P235/70/16
   Set of four (9915A)
Standard OE Replacements Tires
b. Michelin Synchrone - P235/70/16
   Set of four (9964)

Winter - Snow Tires
c. Nokian Hakkepelitta 1 - P235/70/R16
   Set of four (9626B)

Off-Road/ Mud Terrain Tires
d. Goodyear MT/R - P225/75/R16
   Set of four (9628B)
e. Goodyear MT/R - P235/85/R16
   Raised Suspension
   Set of four (9629B)
f. NEW! Super Swamper 16” Tire
   235/85/16
   Set of four (9638A)

b. Discovery I Genuine Castor Alloy Wheel 5-spoke Upgrade - 16” x 7”
   Wheel Center Caps
   #ANR2391MUEG - Quicksilver
   #ANR2391MNHG - Silver Sparkle
   Lug Nuts for Alloy Wheels
   #ANR2763MM - w/ Stainless cap
   #ANR2763MMNA - Set of 20
   #NRC7415 - Standard Cap
   #NRC7415A - Set of 20
   Dust Shields
   #3045 (pair)
   Set of Four
   #NTC7739A
   Set of Four

Discovery I Genuine Tornado Alloy Wheel 5-spoke Upgrade - 16” x 7”
   One Wheel
   Set of Four
   #ANR5307MNHG
   #ANR5307MNHGA

Discovery I Genuine Alloy Wheel 5-spoke Upgrade - 16” x 7”
   One Wheel
   Set of Four
   #ANR7391MUEG
   #ANR7391MNHG

Discovery I Standard Steel Wheel 16” x 7”
This is the steel wheel you want for mounting winter-ready tires and swapping with your alloys, at a great price.
   One Wheel
   Set of Four
   #NTC5193PM
   #NTC5193PMA

Discovery I NATO Steel ‘Wolfe’ Wheel Tubeless - 16” x 6-1/2”
Known as the Wolfe Wheel overseas, this is a military-spec all-steel wheel that’s built tough and actually turned out looking pretty cool, too. In black and silver and available only through Atlantic British.
   One Wheel
   Set of Four
   #ANR4583PM
   #ANR4583PMA

FREE Tire Mounting and Balancing!
When you purchase a set of 4 Wheels with a compatible set of 4 Tires—a $100 value! Ask for Details!